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Texte clair, bien écrit et organisé...
Well done !

Éléa and Païkan from "La nuit des temps", a sci-fi novel written by René 
Barjavel.

Long ago before our era, even before the continents got separated, the 
human race already existed and was divided in several big colonies. Éléa and 
Païkan belonged to one of these lost civilizations, the one who lived under the 
ground and where the inhabitants' lives were managed by a huge super 
smart computer. Each child received, at his birth, a ring connected to the 
computer which was used for everything, but above all to find the person, 
the soul mostly matching with yours.

Éléa and Païkan met during a very official ceremony when they were 
really young : they were kids, but they immediately knew they were distined 
to  spend  their  lives  together.  The  computer  did  his  best  to  unite  two 
persons and sometimes it didn't really work or completely failed ; but Éléa 
and Païkan were just made for each other. They didn't literaly fall in love 
at first sight ; but they grew up together, learned and discovered everything 
together, and finally they became much more in love than words can say.

Everything was perfect, until a war between theur colony and the one 
up above the ground burst out. Because of terrible guns (and other things I 



just can't remember), the end of the world was approaching. A scientist 
convinced of the end of the human race got the autorisation of the government 
to create a super case of cryogenization where he's go and stay to escape 
the explosion and the computer chose Éléa as the perfect woman to found 
Humanity again in the future with this man. She refused because of her 
love for Païkan ; the couple ran away. But Païkan loved her too much to let 
her die with him, so he gave her a drug which made her fall asleep and he 
took her to the case or cryogenization, to the scientist.

In the 21st Century, a group a scientists found the big box in the ice of 
the North Pole. They woke Éléa up and she told them the whole story of 
her life (with a super translator made by one of the scientists). They 
tried to do the same for the man, who had a terrible burnt face, but they 
couldn't do it without any risks because he was in a critical condition and 
some blood was lacking. Éléa decided to give him her blood ; but not to keep 
the man alive. When she understood she was never getting to see Païkan 
again, she took some powerful poison. So she killed the man she thought 
being the scientist who separated her from her love instead of waking him 
up while she was killing herself too. She never knew that the man was 
Païkan himself who had taken the place of the scientist.


